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NEW Reviews in

Operator

Theory

1980-86
Introduction by Paul R. Halmos

Operator theory is the branch of mathe-

matics that treats the objects of analysis

(numerical valued functions and their

limiting properties) by the methods of

modern topology and algebra. While,

roughly speaking, the area 46 deals pri-
marily with the objects (i.e., topological

vector spaces) associated with the

category of topological linear algebra,

the area 47 deals with the morphisms

between these objects (i.e., the map-

pings-both linear and nonlinear-between

these spaces). Although functional

analysis and operator theory developed

as identifiable fields in the early part of

this century they have seen tremendous

growth in the past few decades and have

found applications to diverse areas, both

to purely mathematical areas and to other

scientific disciplines. These volumes

contain a wealth of information about

linear operators, algebraic systems of

linear operators, differential and integral

operators, and nonlinear operators.

All the Mathematical Reviews entries

having operator theory (MR classifica-

tion number 47) as a primary or secon-

dary classification between 1980 and

1986 appear in these volumes. Within

each section, reviews are ordered by

their MR number. Relevant cross-

references are given with each review,

and author and key indexes appear in the

fourth volume.

4 volumes, 2328 pages, Softcover, 1989

ISBN 0-8218-0135-X, LC 89-6551

List $196, Institutional member $157,

Individual member $ 118, Reviewer $98

To order, please specify REVOPE/86MC

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER:
Reviews in Operator Theory. 1980-86 and

Reviews in Functional Analysis, 1980-86

ISBN 0-8218-0139-2

List $314, Institutional member $251,

Individual Member $188, Reviewer $157

To order, please specify REVFAO/86MC

Prepayment required. Review volumes are shipped by surface at no extra

charge; contact the AMS for air delivery rates. Prices subject to change.

Order from the American Mathematical Society, P. O. Box 1571, Annex

Station, Providence, RI 02901-1571 or call toll free 800-32I-4AMS (321-4267)
in the U.S. and Canada to charge with VISA or MasterCard.
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CATEGORIES IN COMPUTER
SCIENCE AND LOGIC
John W. Gray and Andre Scedrov, Editors

Category theory has had important uses in logic since the invention of topos theory in

the early 1960s, and logic has always been an important component of theoretical

computer science. A new development has been the increase in direct interactions

between category theory and computer science.  In June 1987, an AMS-IMS-SIAM

Summer Research Conference on Categories in Computer Science and Logic was held

at the University of Colorado in Boulder. The aim of the conference was to bring

together researchers working on the interconnections between category theory and

computer science or between computer science and logic. The conference empha-

sized the ways in which the general machinery developed in category theory could be

applied to specific questions and be used for category-theoretic studies of concrete

problems. This volume represents the proceedings of the conference. (Some of the

participants' contributions have been published elsewhere.)

The papers published here relate to three different aspects of the conference. The first

concerns topics relevant to all three fields, including, for example, Horn logic, lambda

calculus, normal form reductions, algebraic theories, and categorical models for com-

putability theory. In the area of logic, topics include semantical approaches to proof-
theoretical questinos, internal properties of specific objects in (pre-) topoi and their

representations, and categorical sharpening of model theoretic notions. Finally, in the

area of computer science, the use of category theory in formalizing aspects of

computer programming and program design is discussed.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications: 68. 18. 03

ISBN 0-8218-5100-4, LC 89-32893, ISSN 0271-4132

382 pages, softcover, 1989

List $42, Inst mem $34, Indiv mem $25

To order, please specify CONM/92MC

Other Books of Interest
A Formalization of Set Theory without Variables

by Alfred Tarski and Steven Givant

List $64. Inst mem $51. Indiv mem $38

To order, please specify COLL/41 MC

Logic and Combinatorics

Stephen G. Simpson. Editor

Lisl $40. Inst mem $32, Indiv mem $24

To order, please specify CONM/65MC

Order from:   American Mathematical Society, Annex Station, P. O. Box

1571, Providence, RI 02901 -1571. Prepayment is required.

Or call 800-321-4AMS (321-4267) in the U.S. and Canada to use VISA or

MasterCard. Free shipment by surface. For air delivery, please add $5 first

book, $3 each additional, $100 maximum.



Computational Aspects of VLSI Design

with an Emphasis

on Semiconductor Device Simulation

Randolph E. Bank, Editor
(Lectures in Applied Mathematics, Volume 25)

Numerical simulation is rapidly becoming an important part of the VLSI design process, allowing the

engineer to test, evaluate, and optimize various aspects of chip design without resorting to the costly and time-

consuming process of fabricating prototypes. This procedure not only accelerates the design process, but also

improves the end product, since it is economically feasible to numerically simulate many more options than

might otherwise be considered. With the enhanced computing power of today's computers, more sophisticated

models are now being developed.

This volume contains the proceedings of the AMS-SIAM Summer Seminaron Computational Aspects of VLSI

Design, held at the Institute for Mathematics and Its Applications at the University of Minnesota, in the spring

of 1987. The seminar featured presentations by some of the top experts working in this area. Their

contributions to this volume form an excellent overview of the mathematical and computational problems
arising in this area.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classification: 35G. 65L. 65M. 65N

ISBN 0-8218-1132-0. LC 89-18355. ISSN 0075-8485

200 pages (hardcover). February 1990

Individual member $32. List price $53. Institutional member $42

To order, please specify LAM/25MC

All prices subject 10 change. Shipment will be made by

surface. For air del i very add. 1st book $5. each additional

book $3. maximum $100. Prepayment required. Order

from American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 1571,

Annex Station. Providence, RI 02901-1571. or call toll

free 800-321-4AMS (321 -4267) in the U.S. and Canada

to charge with VISA or MasterCard.



Chaos and Fractals
The Mathematics Behind the Computer Graphics

Robert L. Devaney and Linda Keen, Editors

This volume contains the proceedings of a highly successful AMS Short Course on Chaos and

Fractals, held during the AMS Centennial Celebration in Providence, Rhode Island, in August,

1988.

Chaos and fractals have been the subject of great interest in recent years and have proven to be

useful in a variety of areas of mathematics and the sciences. The purpose of the Short Course

was to provide a solid introduction to the mathematics underlying the notions of chaos and

fractals. The papers in this book range over such topics as dynamical systems theory, Julia sets,

the Mandelbrot set, attractors, the Smale horseshoe, calculus on fractals, and applications to

data compresión.

Aimed at beginning graduate students, college and university mathematics instructors, and

non-mathematics researchers, this book provides readable expositions of several exciting

topics of contemporary research.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications: 58; 30, 51, 34, 39

208 pages, 1989 hardcover
ISBN 0-8218-0137-6, ISSN 0160-7634, LC 89-7003
List $31, Inst Mem $25, Indiv Mem $19
To order, please use order code: PSAPM/39MC

Special Combination Book and Videotape Offer ISBN 0-8218-0142-2
PSAPM/39MC (above) and VIDDEVANEY/MC (below)
List $70, Inst Mem $64, Indiv Mem $58
To order, please use order code: CHAOSSET/MC

Now Available through the AMS

CHAOS, FRACTALS AND DYNAMICS:
Computer Experiments in Mathematics

with Robert Devaney
A Science Television Production

In this captivating and richly illustrated videotape, Robert Devaney communicates his deep

understanding as well as his enthusiasm for chaos, fractals, and dynamical systems.   As an in-

structional tool, this videotape will be particularly useful because it describes a current area of

intense mathematical activity. Though the mathematical background required is elementary,

those at the collegiate level and beyond will appreciate this videotape for the clarity of

exposition and the sheer beauty of the graphics.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classification: 58      VHS format, approx one hour, 1989

Price $59 To order, please use order code: VIDDEVANEY/MC

jjjSl^iK All prices subject to change. Shipment will be made by surface. For air
¿^n^™-.;V delivery add, 1st book $5, each additional book $3, maximum $100.
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Issues in Mathematics Education
The AMS is pleased to announce a new book series: The Conference Board of the Mathematical

Sciences (CBMS): Issues in Mathematics Education Series published in cooperation with the Mathematical
Association of America. The purpose of this new series is to stimulate the flow of information among mathe-

matical scientists, mathematics educators, and mathematics teachers about innovative efforts to revitalize the

teaching of mathematics and statistics at all levels. The inaugural volume of CBMS Issues in Mathematics
Education is described below. Standing orders are accepted for any book series published by the Society.

Proforma invoices are sent to standing order customers prior to the publication of each new volume. Shipment
is made upon receipt of payment and publication. To begin a standing order for this new series or for any other
AMS series, please contact Customer Services.

MATHEMATICIANS AND EDUCATION REFORM
Naomi Fisher, Harvey Keynes, and Philip Wagreich, Editors

(CBMS Issues in Mathematics Education, Volume 1)

Educational issues are receiving unprecedented attention in the broad mathematical sciences commu-

nity, as mathematicians and other scientists have become concerned about the quality of instruction in the nation's

schools, colleges, and universities. A mathematically literate population is crucial to supporting our increasingly

technological society. In addition, the mathematical sciences community faces the challenge of increasing the
number of students who are prepared to pursue a career in mathematics, science, or engineering. This challenge
requires not only raising the quality of mathematics education, but also showing students the beauty and useful-

ness of the subject. In these ways, mathematical scientists can make crucial contributions to educational reform.
In response to these concerns, the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences has launched a new

book series published by the American Mathematical Society in cooperation with the Mathematical Association of

America entitled Issues in Mathematics Education. The purpose of this new series is to stimulate the flow of infor-

mation among mathematical scientists, mathematics educators, and mathematics teachers about innovative

efforts to revitalize the teaching of mathematics and statistics at all levels.
The present volume, Mathematicians and Education Reform, the first in this new series, contains the

proceedings of the Mathematicians and Education Reform workshop held in July 1988, at the University of Illinois

at Chicago. The workshop provided an opportunity for participants to share ideas about the various ongoing pre-
college projects organized and directed by mathematicians and to reflect on the most effective ways that mathe-

maticians can contribute to educational reform. The major part of the proceedings is devoted to in-depth articles
that explore the process of designing an educational project. A section on issues and reactions presents a forum

for exchanging ideas on more general issues.
From practical information about organizing a program to exploration of the intellectual issues of educa-

tional reform, this volume presents a range of views on various aspects of the involvement of mathematicians in

educational change. While it will prove especially useful for those considering involvement in an educational

program, this book is also important reading for the entire community, for the issues explored here will be of

increasing importance for the future of the mathematical sciences.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classification: 00

ISBN 0-8218-3500-9, LC 89-18601, ISSN 1047-398X

217 pages (softcover), January 1990

All Individuals $21, List price $35,
To order, please specify CBMATH/1MC

All prices subject to change. Shipment will be made by surface. For air delivery add, 1 st book $5, each additional

book $3, maximum $100. Prepayment required. Order from American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 1571,

Annex Station, Providence, RI 02901-1571, or call toll free 800-321-4AMS (321-4267) in the U.S. and Canada to
charge with VISA or MasterCard.



I NEW SERIES

University Lecture Series

The AMS is pleased to announce the University Lecture Series. This new book series provides a

way for excellent, and sometimes inspired, lecture series to reach an audience beyond those able

to attend the live lectures. Presented by the outstanding mathematicians of our day, these lectures

will be important for their mathematical insight and depth, as well as for their historical and

archival value. The inaugural volume in the University Lecture Series is described below.

Selected Applications of

Geometry to

Low-Dimensional Topology
Michael H.

(University

This book, the inaugural volume in the new Uni-

versity Lecture Series, is based on lectures

presented at Pennsylvania Stale University in

February 19X7. The Lectures attempt to give a

taste of the accomplishments tit' manifold

topology over the last 30 years. By the late

1950s, algebra and topology had produced a suc-

cessful and beautiful fusion. Geometric methods

and insight, now vitally important in topology,

encompass analytic objects such as installions

and minimal surfaces, as well as

nondi lièrent ¡able constructions.

Keeping technical details to a minimum, the

authors lead the reader on a fascinating

exploration of several developments in geomet-

ric topology. They begin with the notions of

manifold and smooth Niructiires and the Gauss-

Bonnet theorem.

Freedman and Feng Luo

Lecture Series, Volume 1)

ULS
University

Lecture
Series

Selected
Applications
of Geometry to
Low Dimensional

Topology

and proceed to the topology and geometry of

foliated 3-manifolds. They also explain, in terms

of general position, why four-dimensional space

has special attributes, and they examine the insight

Donaldson theory brings. The book ends with a

chapter on exotic structures on /?\ with a

discussion of the two competing theories of four-

dimensional manifolds, one topological ami one

smooth.

Background material was added to clarify the dis-

cussions in the lectures, and references for more

detailed study are included. Suitable for graduate
students and researchers in mathematics and the

physical sciences, the book requires only back-

ground in undergraduate mathematics, h should

prove valuable for those wishing a not-too-

technical introduction to this vital area of current

research.

Standing orders are accepted tor any book series published by the Society. Proforma invoices are sent lo si uniting order cuslomers prior lo the publiealion of

each new volume. Shipment is made upon receipt of payment ¿nul publication. To begin ;i standing order lor this new series ol any other AMS series, please
contad Customer Services 401 -455-4000.

All pnecs subject to change. Shipment will be made by surface.

lor air delivery add. I si book S5. each additional book S3,

maximum S UK). Prepayment required. Order from American

Mathematical Society. P.O. Box 1571. Annex Station,

Providence, RI 02901   1571. or call toll tree XOO-.12I-4AMS

(321-4267) in the U. S. and Canada lo charge with VISA
or MasterCard.

1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications: 57. .53. 54

ISBN 0-8218-7000-9. LC 89-18287
7<) pages (softcover), December 1989

Individual member $21). List price $33.

Institutional member S2(>

To order, please specif) ULECT/IMC
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